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afp
In Colombia it stands for Administradora de Fondos Pensionales.  They are companies that are dedicated to raising
money as contributions from workers and companies to a fund in order, once the time is right, to pay the retirement
pension to the worker. 

afraq
It means distribution, division, distribution, in Arabic.  It is also the name of a song by Khalid Abdulrahman.

afrecho
In Colombia we say bran to quinine that remains of maize after passing it through the pylon.  Stack corn residue.  Bran.

afrenta
It means expletive insult, rudeness, shame, insult, offense, offense, outrage and denuesto.

africano
It means that it is originally from the black continent, Africa.  In Colombia, especially in the Eastern Plains, African is a
surname.

afro
It means African, that it comes from Africa or that it is used in Africa.  A type of hairstyle that consisted of giving the hair
a balloon shape with ensorted hair.  Crespos ball.

afrochoteño
It is a population comprised 38 Peruvian communities that are characterized by being Afro-descendants of the Chota
Valley, which stretches between Imbabura and Carchi. One of the most common features is its very exquisite seafood
gastronomy. To sum up, they are black communities settled in the Valley of Chota ( 41 Peru;. Peruvian coastal black (
41 chota;

afrocolombianidad
It is the celebration of recognition of equality, protection and rights of black people, with African ancestors but born in
Colombia.  By law it was designated that it be held on May 21st.  Quality and pride of being black, with African roots but
very Colombian soul.  Quality of the Colombian black, of African ancestors.

afrocyon
The word means ancient African wolf.  It was a genus of mammals that existed in the Miocene and Pliocene in Africa.  It
was a kind of hybrid in appearance between the wild dog and the bear.  It was carnivorous.

afrodisíaco
It is the name given to a substance that has the property of generating sexual arousal to the person who consumes it.  It
produces excitement.  that awakens the lipid.  Exciting, exhilarating. 

afroedura
It is a genus of reptiles in the family Gekkonidae.  They are scyming lizards, geckos or hard-skinned and flaky gekos.



afrogecko
It means geckos or African geckos.  They are a class of geckos (lizards, scaly reptiles), which belong to the Gekkonidae
family and are only found in South Africa and Angola.

afrontable
It means we can meet it and overcome it.  That possible to beat him in a showdown.  Opposable, desafiable, resistible. 
We can challenge him, can it, resitir.

afrotyphlops
They are known as African blind snakes.  It is a genus of blind snakes belonging to the family Typhlopidae.

after
It is an English language term meaning after, after, behind, back, after, after, after, in pur, by, next, in search of. 

afterwork
It's an English language term.  It means after work, after work.  Activity that is performed after work. 

aftoso
It means he drools a lot.  Who suffers from foot-and-mouth or has canker sores (blisters in the mouth). 

afugia
It means sorrow, badness, distress, distress, despair, anxiety.  Feeling that affects the spirit.

afugias
It means anxieties, troubles, trouble, difficulties, obstacles, inconveniences, annoyances.  It is a word of common use in
Colombia.

agachar la cabeza
In Colombia, it means agree without condition, to submit.   Obey, surrender, accept.

agada
The more appropriate term is agada or haggadah.  Haggadah Aramaic or Hebrew Agada is a summary or Compendium
of Rabbinical sermons.  It means teach, tell, narrate, speech.  Read each of the Diners at the table.

agalikeman
It is a musical instrument of rope and Turkish bow, that is played as the cello.  You have a foot or leg to support it, given
its size.

agalla
In animal biology is synonymous with Gill or filter.  It is part of the respiratory system of amphibians and fish.  In
Agronomy and forestry is a lump or abnormal tissue in wounds of stems or trunks.  Abogalla, cecidia.  Disease caused
by fungi in the trees.  In Colombia it is also courage, determination, courage, berraquero.  It is used in the plural: guts.



agallinarse
It means acquiring the status of apocado, coward, chicken, pusillanimous, pelele.  Amedrerse, shake, get scared, cower,
paniquise, lash out.  Feeling fear or cowardice in the face of imminent danger or risk.

agallón
It is a way of calling the tonsils.  Also called the discomfort of the throat, inflammation of the tonsils.  Tonsillitis. 
Augmentative gall, which is a disease in some plants or trees.  It occurs as outgrowths in the trunk.  Hollow silver bead
for making necklaces. 

agalluda
Let him tender everything for himself and leave nothing to others.  In Colombia it means overly ambitious, greedy,
selfish.  Exaggerated ambition, greedy or greedy, angular.  It is synonymous with hungry, greedy, avid, greedy, thirsty,
petty. 

agalludo
In Colombia it means greedy, greedy, avariento, angurriento, ambitious.  Person who wants to grab all the benefits for
the and not share anything.

agalmatofilia
It is the paraphilia consisting of feeling sexual attraction to inanimate objects such as dolls, statues or mannequins. 

agalmatolita
In geology and mineralogy it is the name of a mineral very similar to pyrophyllite.  It is essentially a hydrated aluminium
silicate.  In China it is used to make handicrafts. 

agama
Agama is the name of a genus of African Saurópsids in the family Agamidae.  They are lizards of squamous bodies and
known as fire lizards.  They have very sturdy legs.

agamenón
In Greek it is obstinate, stubborn, determined.  It is the name of one of the heroes of Greek mythology.  He was the son
of Atreus and Aerope and brother of Menelaus.  Their stories are narrated in the Iliad.

agamí
In Colombia, Venezuela and Peru, it is one of the common names of a bird.  It is also found partially in Brazil and
Guyana.  It is also called trumpeter, tente, aramí, jacamín or yacamí.  Its scientific name is Psophia crepitans and it
belongs to the family Psophiidae.  It flies very little and is somewhat heavy. 

agapito
Agapito is incorrectly written and should be written as "Agapito ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a name of
male, of Greek origin.  Means the beloved, very friendly, love.  Agapito is the name of several Catholic Saints Martyrs
and 2 potatoes.

agapornis
The correct term is lovebirds.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psitacullidae known as inseparable parakeets.  They



are very affectionate and always walk in pairs grooming is.  They are originally from Africa.  They are also known as
red-crowned parakeets.  The name of the genus comes from the latin agape ( love ) and ornis ( 41 ave;

agar
According to the Holy Bible, it was the name of a slave of Abraham, who was also his wife and with whom he had
Ishmael.  Gelatin that is obtained from certain algae.  Substance used to grow microbes ( Agar, Agar).

agar-agar
A substance that is obtained from certain algae and used for laboratory microbe culture.  It looks like jelly.

agarradera
In Colombia it is synonymous with handle, handle, handle, cogedera, handle, handle.  Point of support, pretext, apology.
 We also use them to refer to a continuous peleadera.  Permanent fights, especially between couples.  

agarraderas
Plural of grip .  It means handle, handle, handle.  Piece of many artifacts where the hands are placed to grab, hold or
take them.  Handles, grips, handles, handlebars.  Handles 

agarradero
In Colombia we use grip as a synonym for handle, handle, handle, handle, handle.  Handle.  Point of support, pretext,
apology.  Part of a utensil or object where you put your hand to grasp it. 

agarrados
Inflection to grip or grip, means caught, sanded, tied, tied, roasted.  In Colombia it also means upset, fought, confronted.

agarrar la onda
It is an expression of Mexicans to indicate that he understood, that he understood, but the most advisable is to say that it
was adapted to the changes, the new rules. Adapt, accommodate, tune in.

agarrarse
It means cling, hold.  In Colombia, it also means going to fists, start a fight or brawling.  Fight, fight.

agarrones
In Colombia means fights, meetings, fights, grinning.  brawls.

agarrotado
In Colombia, it means affected by excessive cold.  Aterido, iced, icy, entumido, encalambrado, acalambrado,
engarrotado, rigid stiff.

agastache
The Agastache is a medicinal plant native to North America, also they say Korean Mint.  Its scientific name is Agastache
rugosa and is the family Lamiaceae.  It has medicinal uses, and served as a condiment.  They say that it cures the evil
of terror, fright or xiwel ( loss of the soul by very strong shock ).



agav
It's another common way of calling agave or maguey.  It is a plant in the family Asparagaceae.  It is also known as pita,
cabuya or penca. 

agazapado
It means crouched, which tries to hide.  That has the shape or position of the gazapo or rabbit calf.  In several American
countries it means hypocritical, manipulative, fake. 

agámidos
It is the castilianization of the term Agamidae.  It's the name of a family of scaly reptiles or lizards.

agca
It's a Turkish surname.  Last name of a Turk who tried to assassinate Pope John Paul II.  Its full name is Mehmet Alí
Agca .  It is also the acronym for General Registry of Centramérica, which in Guatemala is an official unit of the Ministry
of Culture and Sports. 

agenas
Plural of Agena .  In the military field, it is the name of the upper stage of rockets for United States reconnaissance
satellite programs.  They were designed by Loockheed Martin.  The internal designation was RM-81.  It was mixed with
Thor, Atlas or Titan rockets.  Colloquial or popular way of calling bright stars.  Agena is another of the names of the star
Beta Centauri or Hadar, which belongs to the constellation Centaurus. 

agenciarse
It is the action of use possible and resources needed to achieve an objective, in many cases coming to the end of
resorting to tricks or traps.  Procure, get, process, manage.

agendado
In addition to what you said Margarito, which in Colombia is also used in this way. Here being scheduled means having
option to be received at an appointment with a senior official or to a medical appointment. It also refers to a special
theme that will be treated at a Board or Committee. That it is programmed. Appearing on the agenda. That is included in
the agenda.

agendo
It's an inflection to schedule.  It means enlist, annotate an agenda, schedule.  Set a time for a meeting or meeting. 
Schedule an appointment or job.

agente
In Colombia is synonymous with police, person or thing that causes, causes or runs.  Commissioner, delegate, broker,
representative, Manager, broker, Manager, mediator, negotiator, cash, police.

agente etiologico
Agent etiologic is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Etiologic Agent; carries 41 tilde;" being its
meaning:<br>It is any physical, chemical or biological entity that can cause a disease in an organism. Vector.

agente secreto



In Colombia it means detective, investigator.  Agent of the armed forces, who acts generally infiltrated and without
uniform.  Agent acting covertly.

agerrido
The correct term is courageous.  It means fighting tirelessly, persistent, tenacious.  Well prepared to fight or for war. 
Veteran, performed, experienced, shower, seasoned, baqueteado, expert.

ageusia
It is a person's inability to perceive flavors.  There are different degrees, so there is also hypoageusia, which is the
decrease to distinguish flavors or partial loss to detect flavors. 

aggy
Aggy is an English word that means to attack.

agibílibus
It means resourceful, agile, skilled, capable, right-handed. 

agible
It means that it is possible to become, feasible, achievable.  Possible, doable, viable, practicable. 

agilado
It looks, pretends to be or appears as gil, silly, dumb.  It's slow, you're sluggish, slow in your reactions.

agilao
Vulgarism by a speeding.  It seems, pretends to be or appear as gil, silly, dumb.  It's slow, lazy, late in your reactions. 

agilar
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia ajilar is used as well with j.  It means walking, moving, walking, moving, especially
properly or elegantly.  It also refers to fish when it stings bait.

agio
In trade and finance it is the opposite of Desagio (auction, lower price), therefore it is the time of greater value or price of
a merchandise.  Profit, gain, increase, higher value.

agionamiento
It is the action of charging a higher price than stipulated in a product, speculation.  It can also mean creating sadness or
difficulty.  Put in trouble or lead to conflict.

agionismo
I think they're asking for agony.  If so, in philosophy is to take advantage or extract the positive aspects of a conflict or
dispute.  On the other hand it may be thought that agionismo is the tendency or doctrine of speculation, of trying to sell
products with the highest price, to obtain greater profit or profit.  Doctrine or thought of the agiotistas.



agiornarse
It means adapt, adapt. please tune, settle, familiar, accustomed, become accustomed.

agiotaje
In commercial law means speculation, selling the products to a higher value for gain or profit.  Deceptive and abusive
Agio.  Work of the jobber.

agiotismo
Practice agiotaje i.e. speculation with the prices of goods.  Method or economic practice that seeks the profit of traders,
to the detriment of all others.  Greed, pettyness.

agiotistas
Plural of agiotista .  A person who practices agiotaje or speculation with the prices of goods.  A person seeking
economic benefit, to the detriment of others.  Greedy, petty.

agitaciones
Plural of agitation.  Action or effect of shake.  It means scrambling, alter, remove, murmur, disturb, move.  It is synonym
of alteration, restlessness, excitement, uneasiness, excitement, seizure, restlessness, revolution.

agite
It is an inflection of shake or stir.  It means getting tired, exhausted, altered, becoming aroused.  As a noun it means
fatigue, activity, hustle, work, office, action.

aglae
It was the name of one of the three graces in Greek mythology.  She was also called Aglaya or Aglaye, which means
brilliant, she who shines. 

aglaja
It is a rare name for women of Romanian origin and greek remote.  It means the one that shines, the one that shines,
bright, glowing.  Aglaya and Aglaia variants.  Name of a Swiss stage actress and writer of Romanian origin, called Aglaja
Veteranyi.  She was the daughter of two circus performers: Her father was a trapeze artist (Aleksandru Veteranyi) and
her trapeze mother.  He committed suicide by drowning in the Lake Name of a drama film, which is about circus life and
directed by Hungarian Krisztina Deak.  The word is also used as an epithet or complement to scientific names and
means resplendent, brilliant. 

aglaura
It means invisible.  You can not see that.  Name of a fictitious town, invisible city in 'The invisible cities' work (Le Città
invisibili) by Italo Calvino (novel).

aglifas
They are snakes or officials that cannot inoculate venom because they do not have specialized teeth for it.  They are
non-poisonous offenses like snakes, boas and pythons.  Its teeth are even and the same.

aglifos
Refers to snake tusks without canals or grooves.  Fangs that can't inoculate poison.  Ofidios that do not have fangs to



inoculate poison.

aglobar
It means inflating, ballooning.  It can also mean crowding, stacking, joining, merging, tying, adding, appending, or
joining- Form numerous sets. 

aglomania
I think that they ask for Anglomania.  It is the exaggerated tendency to imitate everything about the English (customs,
fashion, ideas, behavior, etc).

aglomerados
Also called clusters.  It's the same thing I love, grumo, mazacote.  In the forestry industry are a series of building
materials that are manufactured from chips, chips or sawdust, to which a glue or binder is applied and then pressed. 
Fiber or chip boards.  The pressed sheet can have multiple uses.  One of the defects is to be moisture tolerance.

aglotia
In medicine is the absence of the development of the language. Disturbance of language.

aglu
It is the name of an Argentine company and the brand name of the food products that do not contain gluten.

agluatinante
A binder is the element serving to unite the paint pigments. Thickener. That keeps the intensity of the color in support. It
serves to dilute the paint without altering its color.

agnel
Name of an ancient coin from France (13th century).  It had the image of a ram.  There is also the name Agniel, which
according to Christian tradition was a fallen angel, known as the herbalist, because he taught humans how to use plants
and roots. 

agnes
Agnes is incorrectly written and it should be written as Agnes ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Agnes ( it is proper name ).  It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means the Lamb of God.  Name of Spanish
musical group.

agnesia
It is a new monotypic genus of plants belonging to the family Poaceae, native to the Amazon. It was recently described
by Argentine Professor Fernando Omar Zuloaga. For his studies and discoveries has been engaged him Poaceae also
the name of Zuloagae. The only species discovered so far is the Agnesia Lancifolia.

agnia
It is the name of a plateau or pampa, a lagoon and a locality in Patagonia Argentina.  It is located in the Languiñeo
Department, Chubut Province.  Agnia or Ania is a woman's name of Latin origin and means dedicated, delivered.  In
Roman mythology she was the goddess of longevity and eternal youth, divinity of the moon or of the year (permanently
renewed).



agnosia
It is a term used in medicine.   It is a pathology that is manifested with inability to recognize, identify and understand the
information that comes to us through the senses.  Agnosia in Greek means ignorance.

agnóstico
Person who denies the existence of God.  He considers that it is inaccessible to human understanding that which
concerns the absolute and in essence God. 

agogwe
It is a strange humanoid-looking being rarely spotted on the edges of African jungles.  By many he is regarded as a
prehistoric little man of medium stature and covered with reddish fur.  In Zimbawe it is known as kilomba.   others
believe that this is a possible survivor of Gracile australopithecine ( Australopithecus).

agolan
It is an inflection of agonizing.  In seamanship it is the action of lowering or collecting the sails. 

agolar
It is the action of sailors to lower or collect the sails of a boat. 

agolparse
It means meeting in a hasty way and in a small space.  Pile up, group together, meet.

agonal
It means related to combat, with the fight.  Concerning the competitions that were held in the old involving clashes, fights
or fights.

agonales
Plural of agonal .  It means related to combat, to struggle.  Relative to the contests that were carried out in antiquity that
involved confrontations, struggles or combats. 

agonistarca
In ancient times was a specialist in fight.  It was who ran the games.

agonías
It is the plural of agony.  It means trances, end, slow death rattle.  It can also mean distress, tribulation and anguish.

agorafobia
It means they fear to open spaces.

agorero
Person who believes a lot in the omens.  Person who makes rituals with those who intend to obtain a better future. 
Pessimistic person who predicts evils, misfortunes, catastrophes, calamities or misfortunes.



agorzomado
It means sad, diminished, nostalgic, sorry, shocked.

agost
It is the name of a Spanish town and a municipality of the Province of Alicante (Valencian Community).  It is also the
name of an effigy of a lion that looks to the side and found in that region, from the Iberan era.

agosticidad
It means the August changes, promotions or conditions that are changed in August.  Features of a holiday season. 

agón
It means debate, challenge and confrontation meeting, disputed.  It is the name of a Spanish town in Aragon.

agónico
It means you're dying, ending or ending.  What happens at the end or ending .  Estertor, end.  What happens in agony. 
Relative to agony.

agónido
It is the castilianization of the technical term in latin, poacher.  They are fish that are characterized by having no
swimbladder, therefore always live in the beds of the waters, or funds of the currents.  You have the body covered with
plates bone.  Referred to as bandits, ronchos, raspacanoas, crooked.

agrabar
exacerbate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aggravated" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
aggravated.  It is the action of decline, fall, worse, desmejorarse.  Put in more difficult conditions.

agracejos
It is a bushy plant that produces fruit in Berry red.  Its scientific name is Berberis vulgaris.  It is acid, rich in antioxidants. 
It belongs to the family Berberidaceae.  In Cuba a tree with the same name, but the family exists Anacardiaceae (
Caracolí ). You tell barberry also the small fruits of the grape that fail to mature.

agraciadas
It means full of grace, nice, beautiful, beautiful.  beautiful, beautiful.

agrada
It is an inflection of pleasing.  It means please, satisfy, music, pleasure.

agradarte
It is an inflection of pleasing.  It means falling well, be accepted with approval.  Pleasant, pleasant, delight, love, love. 
That you want to be captivating, affable, sympathetic, friendly. friendly.

agradesido
agradesido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Thankful" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
thankful. He feels gratitude. With recognition, with complacency, welcome for which he received from another person.



agrafobia
Exaggerated fear of being raped, of being the victim of a violent attack, of being the victim of a serious assault.  Fear of
being attacked. 

agramones
The agramones are trees of the family Sapindaceae.  He is also known as ash or Maple.

agrandarse
It is to demonstrate integrity, courage, strength and decision faced a difficulty.  It is to feel vanity or superiority over
others when it is favorable or advantageous position.  It means be or feel larger.  Gigantic is, boast it, enlarge it, accrue.

agranulocitosis
It is a rare, but very dangerous condition in the blood, which is manifested by the decrease in neutrophils (a kind of white
blood cell).  It can be caused by bone marrow diseases, severe infections or some medications.

agraviarte
It's a tipforetoencing of aggrieving.  It means insulting, outrage, insulting, offending.

agravio
Damage or injury affecting another.  It means expletive, insult, rudeness, opprobrium, insult, denial, offense, outrage. 

agraz
Colombia is one of the common names of a plant and its fruits.  It is the family Ericaceae, the same as blueberries.  He
receives other names such as wild blueberry, mortiño, camueza, vichacha.  Its fruits are high in antioxidants.  In
Colombia there are well established in several departments crops.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium meridionale.  Juice
extracted from the grape.

agráz
The correct term is agraz, without accent.  It is the name of a grape unripe grape juice unripened.  In Colombia Agraz, is
also the name of a wild fruit, also known as mortiño, camueza or vichacha.  Belongs to the Ericaceae family and its
scientific name is Vaccinium meridionale.

agreement
It is a word of the English language meaning covenant, contract, agreement. 

agresiones
It is the action or effect of attack.  It means attack, attack, rushing, RAM, RAID, hitting, insult, offend, ultrajar, ' t wrong.

agrestes
If the ground reference or to the ground, means steep, uneven topography and full of weeds.  If it refers to an animal,
you want to say wild, aggressive without domesticate or tame.  Free, cimarron, cerrero, wild.  Rough, rude,
disseminating, rude, crude, abrupt, uneven.

agré



It is the surname of a cardinal Emeritus of Ivory Coast.  Bernard Agré is called.  Agre, is also the name of a municipality
of Spain in Valencia (province of Alicante).

agricultura
It is the science that cultivates all types of crops.  Agricultural Science .  Way to farm efficiently and lucratively.  A set of
economic and technical activities related to the treatment of soil and the cultivation of land for food production. 

agrigento
Agrigento (Grigento in Italian) is the name of a town, a city and a province in Sicily (Italy).  Agrigento is famous for the
ruins of Acragante, Telamon (Atlante) and the Valley of the temples.

agrimonía
The correct term is agrinomia.  It is one of the common names of a plant of homeopathic uses and is the name of a
genus of plants in the family Rosaceae.  The plant is also called grass of San Guillermo, agrimona, mermasangre,
algafete, and others.  Its scientific name is Agrimonia eupatoria.  The word liverwort means curing views, serving for the
eyes (Curiously these plants are used in homeopathy, but with other purposes).  It can also mean a plant that grows
solitary in the field.

agrio
It has harsh taste.  It is synonymous with sullen, malgeniado, grumpy, irritable, surly, elusive.  To produce heartburn.

agriotherium
It means beast of the mountain, country beast.  It was the name of a genus of carnivorous mammals from the Miocene
and The Pleistocene.

agripar
Acquire the disease from the flu or flu.  Catch cold.

agriz
In Russia it is the name of a Tatar settlement in the Volga River basin (Izh River). 

agroecológico
It means that it relates to agricultural activities that tend to protect the environment and natural resources.  They are
agricultural practices that allow the protection and conservation of natural resources.  Healthy agricultural practices or
conservationists, which do not generate pollution.   Organic agriculture. 

agroganadera
It means that it combines agriculture and livestock. 

agroonomo
The correct term is an agronomist.  It means professional in agronomy.  A person who studied and graduated at the
Faculty of Agronomy.  Person who specialized in the study of the Earth and its crops.

agrospec



It is the name of a company that produces agrochemicals in Chile.

agrotécnico
It is the name given to an agricultural technician or agricultural technician.  Technologist of agricultural or agricultural
sciences.  Person who is technical in agro activities. 

agruparse
It means forming groups.  Gather, gather, gather, concentrate, join.

agruras
Plural of agrura , Means sour, acidity.  Acrid or acidic taste in the mouth.  It also means bitterness, moral sorrow. 

agrutinar
agrutinar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Agglutinate" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is put
together.  Means gather, join, join, together, combine,

agua
It is the name of one of the four basic elements of nature (next to fire, air and earth).  Natural chemical compound made
of hydrogen and oxygen.  Liquid that abounds the most on our planet.  Tasteless and colourless liquid.

agua de limón
It is one of the easiest soft drinks to prepare, just mix lemon juice, water and some sugars.  Ta, it's also called
lemonade. 

agua posada
The correct term is pooled water or better still stagnant, with Z (unless it refers to Posada as a brand or surname). 
Pooled water is the same as stagnant water, retained water or stagnant water.

aguacamole
Aguacamole or guacamole is a mass of avocado, marinated with onion, Chile and lime which is used as a condiment or
seasoning on meats and other products.  Avocado paste.  In Colombia we say Guacamole.

aguacate
Tree and the fruit of that tree, also known as the avocado, mimo curo, cures.  It belongs to the family Lauraceae, and its
scientific name is Persea americana.  Its fruit is rich in natural fatty acids and antioxidants.

aguacatero
It can mean relative to the avocado or the size of an avocado.  a person who produces or, cultivates or trades in
avocados. 

aguachento
In Colombia it means that it has too much water.  It is simple in taste and with excess water. 



aguachica
Means mana, spring, source, water birth.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Cesar.  It is a
municipality of great agricultural production.

aguachile
The Aguachile is the same ceviche.  You can tell and write cebiche, ceviche, sebiche or seviche, and anyway it is
accepted by the RAE.  Seafood or shrimp in lemon juice, onion and chile.

aguachinao
In Colombia it is a term used by peasants and means very humid, saturated with water, watery.  They also say
aguantinoso or aguatoso.  Brewing. 

aguacolla
It is one of the common names of a thin and very long cactus found in the Southern Andes of Peru.  It is also known as
San Pedro, Wachuma, Achuma, Aguacolla and Gigantón.  Its scientific name is Echinopsis pachanoi, and it belongs to
the Cactaceae family.  It is considered a mother plant and is used in many rituals by indigenous peoples. 

aguadera
Each of the four feathers that follow the rowers on a bird's wing.  It is one of the common names given to orchids of the
genus Odontoglossum, which are characterized by having a bulb that is a reservoir of water.  Own garment for the
winter or rainy season.  Watering trough for livestock.  Type of trench for drainage.  A container used to transport liquids
and especially water. 

aguaderas
In Colombia is a common name given to some kinds of orchids, especially those that belong to the genus
Odontoglossum (have a few capsules that are a water reservoir), belong to the family Orchidiaceae.  Hamlet of the town
of Lorca, in Murcia (Spain).

aguado
Aguachento .  That is insonsitent or soft.  Aguachento .  That has excess water.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin
(Castile).  Descendants of the Castilian Knight Fortín Sáez. 

aguados
It means very wet, with excess water, diluted. 

aguadulce
In Colombia it is a drink that we also call aguadepanela.  The term is widely used in Old Caldas.  Name of a city and a
Province of Costa Rica.  Name of a Panamanian town and a District in the Province of Coclé.  In Spain there are several
localities called Aguadulce, which belong among others to the Provinces of Almeria, Santa Cruz de Tenerife and Seville.
 There are also many places called Agua Dulce. 

aguafuerte
In chemistry it is a way of calling an aqueous solution of the gas Hydrogen Chloride.  Hydrochloric acid.  It is a special
procedure of engraving on metal sheets.  coated with varnish and acid-resistant wax. 



aguaje
In Peru it is the common name of a kind of palm tree.  In Colombia we call him moriche, canangucha or chomiya and his
whole is called Morichal.  It belongs to the species Mauritia flexuosa and the family Arecaceae.  It is very common in
Colombia, Venezuela and much of South America.  It also receives other names: morete in Ecuador or murití or burití in
Brazil.  A person's ability to deceive or confuse.  It is also synonymous with skill, ability, experience. 

aguallo
It is more indicated aguayo or awayo.  In Chile and Argentina it is a type of garment similar to poncho or ruana.  It is
rectangular, with colorful colors and fabric.  It is used as a coat or ornament and also serves as a bag or backpack to
carry things.  It is also used in southern Peru and Bolivia. 

agualotal
In Central America it means charcom swamp, accumulation of rainwater.  Heavy downpour causing flooding. 

aguama
It is a plant of the family Bromeliaceae.  Its scientific name is Bromelia karatas, in Colombia we say Piñuela, Spanish
moss, bromeliads or Thistles.  It is a promising for agribusiness species, as it has many nutrients.  It is ancestral
consumption.

aguamanil
In Colombia is synonymous with Plato, basin, basin, balcony.  It is a circular which is used for the washing of hands and
face or container wooled of clothing.  It can be of different materials such as aluminum, brass, plastic, pewter.

aguano
It is one of the names that in Central America and especially in Costa Rica is given to a very large tree and fine wood. 
This is the mahogany or mahogany, also called zopilote or cobano.  Its scientific name is Swietenia macrophylla and it
belongs to the Family Meliaceae.  

aguanoso
In Colombia it means saturated with water.  Swampy or muddy. 

aguarales
Plural of aguaral .  In Geology a water water is a very special formation very fragile (unre resistant) of soils, generated
by the flow of runoff waters.  In it a kind of tubes are formed and the soil acquires very varied shapes, most of the time
similar to chimneys or churches.  It occurs almost always in arid areas, with sandy soils, with very strong but sporadic
rainfall.  In Colombia, snacks that are rocks that take on various forms caused by the easy weathering of rocks by rain
and wind are similar. 

aguará
It is one of the common names given to the raccoon or procyon.  They also call him a crab-eating raccoon.  Its scientific
name is Procyon cancrivorus.  Family Procyonidae.  The word aguará is of Guarani origin and means big fox.  It is
clarified in Paraguay it is called aguará guazú to a canid also called maned wolf or big fox.  Its scientific name is
Chrysocyon brachyurus, which means golden dog or golden dog and which is from the Canidae family. 

aguardientero
It refers to the individual who likes to drink brandy or also from a container where this type of liquor is packaged or



served.

aguarico
It is the same as carioco.  In carioco Colombia is a rooster that has feathers on the head or neck.  Aguarico is also the
name of a tributary River of the Napo, which runs through territory of Ecuador and Peru.  Ecuador is also a Canton,
which belongs to the province of Orellana.

aguarradillas
Plural de aguarradilla .  It means faint, passing rain.  Drizzle.  Usually so are the first rains of April.  Term used in Spain .

aguarrás
It is the name of a volatile and colorless product that is obtained by distillation of natural resin.  It is also called
turpenthine.  It is used as a raw material for the production of paints and varnishes.  It is also used as insect repellent. 

aguas
Plural of water .  Surname of Spanish origin (Aragonés) .  It is common in Colombia and Mexico.  Name of a Spanish
town in the Province of Huesca . 

aguas grises
The grey waters are the same javonous waters.  come from sinks, showers or dishwashers.  They are rich in surfactants
or surfactants (detergent residues). 

aguas negras
They are wastewater of biological origin, therefore they have presence of faecal matter and urine.  Wastewater from
sanitary discharges.  Sewer water. 

aguascalientia
It means Aguascalientes ( Mexico).  Name of an extinct American camel of little, which existed in the Miocene.

aguaturma
It means tuber, rhizome, root.  Plant that has edible tubers.  It is also one of the common names that receives the cotufa,
tupinambo, potato or pataca.  Others call it Jerusalem artichoke.  Its scientific name is Helianthus tuberosus.  It belongs
to the family Asteraceae.

aguava
Aguava or Aguava is the name of a folk group in Argentina.  They interpret Latin American folk music.  It is conformed
by Florence Lécot, Felicitas Lécot, José Latasa and Nahuel Villegas sources.

aguaytar
Aguaitar is also used.  In the South of Colombia and Ecuador it means to watch, spy, even more so when it is done with
a certain dose of mischief or malice.  Glimpse, observe. 

agudizan
It's a sharpening inflection.  It means turning or getting back sharper.  Make a thing or a situation more intense, serious



or critical.  Get worse, deteriorate.

agueda
Agueda is incorrectly written and it should be written as Agueda ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Agueda.   It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means the virtuoso.  Italian Saint being invoked in the
eruptions of the Etna volcano.  Agate.

agugeando
The correct term is agujeando, with j.  It means weaving using needles.  Crochet, crochet, hook or crochet fabric.

aguijonoso
It means that it presents stingers or pujas.  That puncture or chuza.  It usually refers to stems or segments of plants that
have spikes or thorns. 

aguijonosos
They are covered with barbs, pujas or stingers.  They have thorns that prick or suck.  They have sharp elements. 

aguijón
Body of defense of certain animals such as scorpions, bees or wasps.  A sharp element usually endowed with poison
possessed by hymenoptera insects, as a defense organ.  Spike, skewer, thorn, punch.  Increased sting or needle. 

aguileña
It means that it is curved and slender.  It usually refers to a nose hooked, aquilina, corva.  You can also refer to a type of
face.  Concerning or related to the Eagles.  In Colombia, natural person, resident or related to the municipality of El
Águila, in the Department of Valle del Cauca.

aguililla
It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Michoacan.  Aguililla we say in Colombia the sparrowhawk.  Is it from
Mexico to Uruguay and has migration.  In Colombia, it is common to see them in time of lent in large flocks.  Its scientific
name is Parabuteo unicinctus is in the family Accipitridae.  He receives other common as Peuco, Falcon, buzzard, Eagle
Cuaresmera and Gavilancito names.

aguilitas
Diminutive of Eagle in the plural.  Aguililla.  Prey species of a small size migratory Eagle.  In Colombia beer Eagle in
small size.  In Mexico: Equipment junior soccer, the Mexicali Aguilitas.  .

aguilífero
It means related to eagles, carrying or carrying eagles.  Banner holders or portsignies of the Roman legions.

aguja capotera
Large needle used to patch hoods or ribs.  Large eyelet needle for filling very thick strands.

agujanazo
agujanazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aguijonazo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is aguijonazo. 



It refers to the bite of an insect that has a Stinger.  It may be a bee, bumble bee, or WaSP.

agujetas
It is a synonym of laces.  You Twine to tie shoes.  Similar to a needle.

aguntina
It means born or related Aguntum (an ancient Roman city in the Eastern Austrian Tirol, close to Lienz).

aguretua
In Basque it means elder.

agustia
agustia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Distress" being its meaning:<br>I think that they ask for trouble.
Uneasiness, anxiety, distress, affliction. Feeling that arises for fear of something unknown, by losing something or
something that generates risk. Concern.

agustín
Augustine is incorrectly written and it should be written as Agustin ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Agustin ( 41 own name;.  It is a variant of Augustus which is of Latin origin and means " The revered ".  female
version: Agustina.

agutí
It is a rodent of the family Dasyproctidae, commonly known as neque, picure, jochi, sereque, internal, guatuse, guatin,
guanaribo, serete, guaqueque, cuautuza, guamara.  It is relatively small and its meat is highly appreciated.  It is from
Central America to Argentina, in Colombia is in almost all of its territory.

aguzanieves
It's the same fish.  It is one of the common names of a small bird that lives in swamps and wetlands.  It is also known as
pitite or laundy.  Its scientific name is Motacilla alba and belongs to the Motacidae family.  The snow hole or pitite feeds
on insects and small crustaceans.

agüero
In Colombia, we use the Word as a synonym for belief, omen, omen, forecast, prophecy, premonition, prophecy, signal,
prediction.  A series of rites and Wiles which are made in order to supposedly attract fortune and well-being.  Surname
of a great Argentine footballer who plays striker at Manchester, nicknamed Kun.

agüevarse
In Colombia is a form of vulgar expression that means undaunted, feeling fear, achantar is, achicopalar is, intimidate
you, cow is.

agüita
Diminutive of water.  Colloquial way in Colombia call a tizana or aromatic beverage.  Aromatic water.

ahilos



Ahilos are fainting or blackouts caused by lack of food.  Fainting, lightheadedness, weakness, dizziness, dizziness,
collapses.

ahimsa
A religious term that advocates respect for life in all its forms.  It is a Sanskrit term meaning non-violent.  May there be
peace, concord and respect. 

ahiote
ahiote is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Achiote" being its meaning:<br>Achiote is the name of a tree, also
known as dimension, bixa, urucú, acotillo or onoto. Its scientific name is Bixa orellana, belongs to the family Bixaceae. It
is used for dyes red.

ahitarte
It is an inflection of saturate it.  It means filled, fill.

ahíto
To say that it is very full, sated, satisfied, full, tired, indigestion, full.

ahogante
It means that it drowns, it prevents breathing, suffocating.  What a suffocing.

ahogarse en un vaso de agua
It is a Colombian colloquial expression that refers to complicating life without need.  Feeling defeated at the slightest
setback. 

ahotsa
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. Means voice.

ahre
ahre is incorrectly written, and should be written as Ah re.  being its meaning: the right way is " Ah re ".  It is an
expression of the Argentines to express doubt of what you are saying, is like a " hummm, do not think " , or as you would
think without saying a Colombian " if you no jodas " or don't you think.  Nonsense, nonsense, something little serious or
miss the truth.

ahse
ahse is incorrectly written and should be written as "ASHE ( is an acronym )." being its meaning:<br>AHSE is an
acronym in English and corresponds to ASHE - Association of Hanna Somatic Education ( Association of 41 Hanna
somatic education;.

ahuatlan
It is a Mexican town in the State of Puebla.  The name is of Nahuatl origin and means holm oak or holm oak, place
populated with holm oaks (trees), place of holm oaks.

ahuatle



The word Ahuatl ( ahuatle ) Nahuatl language means woolly worm, thorns.  Caterpillar.  It also means oak, Holm oak.

ahuehuete
In the Nahuatl language it means old water tree.  It is a common name given in Mexico to a tree of the Cupressaceae
family that is also known as ahuehué, cypress, Montezuma cypress, sabino, Mexican sabino.  It is considered the
national tree of Mexico.  They are usually very long-lived trees, living several millennia.  Its scientific name is Taxodium
huegelii or Taxodium mucronatum. 

ahuejote
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to willow tree, they also say le Saux, Saus, Huejote, weeping willow.  Its
scientific name is Salix bonplandiana and is in the family Salicaceae.  These plants are extracted substances which are
basis of acetylsalicylic acid ( Aspirin ).

ahuevado
It can mean that it is egg-shaped, oval, oval.  It also means fearful or sad.  Agüevado . 

ahumada
It means that it was affected by smoke.  That dried up with the smoke, which was exposed to the smoke.   Technique to
preserve meat.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of
Chihuahua.

ahumar
It is a process that consists of preservation of meat or fish and disinfection, subjecting the different elements to the
action of smoke. 

ahuyamera
It is another name of the shoe or ahuyama plant.  It produces or grows ahuyamas.  Ahuyamas planting.  The scientific
name is Cucurbita moschata and belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae.  

ahuyentado
It is an inflection of scare.  To escape, means away, scare, scare, lend, repel, reject.

ahuyentar
It means making something or someone run away.  Put in retreat.  It means scaring, zooming away, rejecting, kicking
out, expelling. 

ai
Name of an ancient village of Israel, named in the Holy Bible, in the current sector of the West Bank.  It was destroyed
by Joshua.  It was on the way to Shechem.

aicmofobia
It means fear or phobia of sharp, sharp or pointed elements or weapons.  Fear of cutting oneself, Fear of knives and
spears. 



aida
It is a name of woman of Latin origin that means "the one who comes from distinguished family".  Name of an Opera by
Giuseppe Verdi.  It has also been the name of television series.  In Advertising is the basic consideration for a good
advertising message : Attention , Interest , Desire ( Desire ) and Action .  It is also the acronym for Artificial Data
Intelligence Analyzer.

aigre
It is the name of a French commune, the District of Confolens, in the Department of Charente.  It is located in the
Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region (New Aquitaine).  Bordeaux is close.  Those born in Aigre are called Aigrinois and
Aigrinoises.

ailed
The right thing to do is allied.  Allied.  It is an English language word meaning ally, partner, associate, friend, adept,
companion. 

ailen
ailen is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ailen ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Ailen ( 41 own name;.  It is a Mapuche woman's name.  Means grilled, burning, fiery.

ailurarctos
It means cat bear or bear cat.  Bear that looks cat.  It was the name of a genus of prehistoric bears similar to today's
giant panda bear.  He lived in China in the Upper Miocene.

ailurofilia
It is the fondness or affection for felines.  Fascination with cats, especially as companions or pets. 

ailurofobia
It's the exaggerated fear of cats.  Fear or panic cats.  People who suffer from ailurophobia usually suffer from panic
attacks when they see a cat.

ailyn
Ailyn is a name of woman of Mapuche origin and means joy.  It has variants as Aileen, Ailin Ayelen and Ayleen.

aimar
It can be used as a male name, is of Germanic origin and means strong house.  It is the surname of a former Argentine
footballer named Pablo César Aimar and nicknamed "El Payasito".  He is currently coach of the U-17 Scuba Team.

aimaras
Name of an indigenous people of South America settled on the shores of Lake Titicaca.  They are found in the current
territories of Chile, Peru and Bolivia.  Aymaras is also used. 

aimas
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is an acronym of Agence Ivoirienne de Marketing social ( AIMAS ). It is an
agency of Cote d'Ivoire.



aimlessly
It is an English word meaning aimlessly adrift.

aine
In medicine, it means non steroid anti-inflammatory (drugs).  It is a group of very common drugs to counter pain,
inflammation and fever such as aspirin and ibuprofen.  They can cause esophagitis or ulcers in certain patients.  There
are patients who are allergic to NSAIDs, so it is necessary to know this situation.

ainú
In a Japanese dialect of North Honshu (Aino or Ainu), it means human.  This dialect is spoken near Hokkaido.  It is also
the name of an Aboriginal people from that region and their language.

aipalookvik&#40;alasca
aipalookvik ( alasca is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Aipalookvik; Alaska ). "being its
meaning:"<br>Aipalookvik ( Alaska ).  It is the name of an evil spirit of the Eskimo culture.

aipim
It is one of the common names in Brazil of the plant, Manihot esculenta, also known as arrowroot.  In Spanish it is called
manioc, cassava, cassava or manioc.  It belongs to the Family Euphorbiaceae.  It is the food of the American indigenous
peoples most base.  Cassava starch and tapioca is extracted from the tubers.

aipsia
aipsia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Adipsia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Adipsia. 
Adipsia is the absence of the feeling of thirst in a person.  It is dangerous because the body requires water, and
dehydration can be reached.  It can also be a precursor symptoms of a tumor on the hypothalamus.

air soft
It means soft wind or soft air in English.  It is the name of a military tactic, by which it is intended to obtain objectives in
short periods of time.  It consists of capturing opponents or obtaining targets in a short distance or in a short time. 
Paintball is also applied. 

airada
Mean angry, furious, brava, angry, angry, angry, irritated, disturbed, agitated, violent.

airado
It means obfuscated, angry, offended, furious, rabid.  Who suffers or feels anger, rage.

airean
It is an inflection of air.  It means putting something in the wind, place something to air dry, ventilate.  Procure or cause
air to enter somewhere or enclosure.

aires
In Colombia it means gases, fumes, airs, atmospheres, environments, winds, currents, cefiros, auras, aspects,
appearances, figures, portes, moods.  In Colombia was the name of a very good airline, which was bought by LAN
(today LATAM)



airy
It is a word in English that means spacious, airy, light, frivolous, pretentious.

airy
In computer science is the name of a created by Eltima Software and used to download videos on You tube.

aisa
The correct term is Aisa, which can also be Aixa or Aisha.  It is a name of Arab origin woman and means who lives,
which is alive.

aislacionismo
It is the tendency or policy of a state to isolate itself from others.  Staying alone and offline with others.  Lock yourself in
and not communicating with others. 

aisladas
Plural of isolated .  It means separate, separated, relegated or incommunicado.  In Colombia it is the name of some
lomas that are located near the Ciénaga de Tumaradó, in the Department of Chocó.

aislados
It means alone, loose, separated.  Cut off.

aiuca
It is a name given in Mexico to the fungus Hebeloma fastibile.  It is a hat or mushroom fungus, they are edible and acid
or sour taste.

aivukus
It means walrus or like a walrus.  It is derived from the word Inuit Aivuk, which means walrus.  It is a type of extinct
walrus that lived in the Miocene.

aix
In computing it is short for Advanced Interactive eXecutive and is an IBM-owned Operating System.  In Greek mythology
it was a goat of the Amaltea Nymph or Amaltea herself, who supplied Zeus with milk to survive in Crete during his
childhood.

aixa
It is a woman's name of Arab origin and means the one that is vital, necessary. 

aiza
It is a woman's name of Arab origin, which means alive, the one who lives, the one who is vital.  Vigorous.  There are
also the names Aixa and Aisha.  In Basque it means abyss.  In Spain also AIZA is the acronym of a non-profit entity
called the Iberian Association of Zoos and Aquariums and which has associates in Portugal. 

aizawi
The correct term is Aizawl, with l at the end.  It is the name of a city in the Indian state of Mizoram.  It borders Burma or



Myanmar.  Many aluminum utensils are produced there. 

aizoáceas
It is the castilianization or muteness of the scientific name Aizoaceae.  It is the name of a plant family of fleshy leaves,
which have become popular in ornamentation, with the name of Succulents.  They are the order Caryophyllales.   The
Caryophyllales family does not exist and there is Caryophyllaceae is different to the Aizoaceae.

ajadas
Plural of garlic sauce.  It is inflection of ajar, which means impair, spoil, spoil, mistreat, rub, wither.  It also means wilted,
damaged, abused, damaged, dull (a way of adjective).

ajalón
aijalon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aijalon /es name own )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of
a Valley and a city in the ancient Israel, which was delivered to Dan.  Place where Joshua defeated several times Kings
Amorites.

ajanta
It is the name of a village in India belonging to the District of Aurangabad and the State of Maharashtra.  It is very
famous worldwide because there are 29 artificial caves with Buddhist paintings.  They began in the second century AD.
C . 

ajarse
Means to be damaged or deteriorated by use.  Getting old, withered, spoiled, mistreated.

ajash
In the cuisine of Mexico means smoked, cured or dried with smoke.

ajá
In the religion Yoruba was the Orisha of the whirlwinds, it is the pattern of the jungle, the animals.  In the same religion it
is as it is said to the broom of Babalu Aye (i.e. Saint Lazarus).  You can also be a weeder or healer who uses the secret
of herbs.  In Colombia and especially in Barranquilla it is a muletilla very repeated by the coastal conversationalist, but it
does not mean anything special, although depending on the context it can be an expression of acceptance or surprise.

ajedresista
ajedresista is incorrectly written, and should be written as a "Chess player" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
chess player.  By extension, chess is said to a cold and calculating person.  That practice chess.

ajena
It means that it belongs to another and that it is not mine or ours.  Strange, foreign, improper.  Agena, thus, with g, is the
name of a latin star also called in Arabic Hadar, which corresponds to knee (that of the horse or centaur).  It belongs to
the constellation Centaurus (Centaurus). 

ajeno
It means that it is not our property, that it does not belong to us.  That it belongs to another, that belongs to another. 



ajenuz
It is the name of a plant and especially its seeds, used since ancient times.  Also referred to as false cumin, Nigella,
arañuel, neguila, agenuz.  Its scientific name is Nigella sativa, and belongs to the Ranunculaceae family.

ajetreo
Mean motion, shake, shale, action, work and occupation.  Multiplicity of activities.

ajé
In the Yoruba language, used in santeria means money, marmaja.

ajila
It is an inflection of ajilar.  In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains it means taking the bait.  Follow the path or
trail.  Head towards the feeder. 

ajipa
It is one of the names of a climbing plant in Brazil, which belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as goiteño,
nupe, chuín, jíquima, achipa, jacatupé.  Its scientific name is Pachyrhizus tuberosus.  It has medicinal uses and is
edible.  You can take advantage of the seeds, leaves and tuber. 

ajisoso
It means spicy flavor, flavor of chili or chili.  By extension cheerful person, pleasant, funny .

ajit pai
The correct terms are Ajit Pai or better yet Ajit Varadaraj Pai.  It is the name of a lawyer of Indian origin, who is the
President of the Federal of communications of the United States-FCC 40 Committee; Acronym in English of the United
States Federal Communications Commission.

ají
It's the same as chili, pepper, pique, or locote.  They are also called chiltepín, chiltepe.  They are usually plants of the
genus Capsicum of the Solanaceae family and are characterized by having spicy fruits, although a few are not. 

ajobachado
It means affected by the canicle.  Affected by excessive heat.  Inflection of garlic ( heat or heat ).  Heated, insolate. 

ajobar
In Colombia it means loading, stowing, lifting very heavy, bultear.

ajobero
Person who works loading bales or lumps.  Cotero, Stevedor, charger.

ajochar
Means fuelling, Stoke, harass, pressing, pursue, encourage, enliven.



ajofaina
It's another way of calling the jofaina.  Flat container usually enameled, which is used for hand washing.  In Colombia
sink, aguamanil.  washbasin , container , basin , bucket , plate

ajoíta
It may mean that it is garlic, a natural of Garlic, a gringa locality in the State of Arizona.  It is also the name of mountains
in the United States, in that same region.  Name of a mineral in the quartz family. 

ajolote
It is a type of amphibian very similar to the salamander found in Mexico.  In the Nahuatl language it means water
monster.  It is in danger of extinction. 

ajonjolí
It is the name of a plant and its seeds.  It means oil, liquid fat.  It is also usually called anjolí, jonjolé, jijirí or sesame.  Its
scientific name is Sesamum indicum and belongs to the Pedaliaceae family.  Its seeds are very rich in oils widely used
in gastronomy. 

ajos
Plants belonging to the genus Allium ( Onions 41.  The scientific name of the garlic is Allium sativum and belongs to the
family Amarillydaceae ( Formerly called Liliaceae ).

ajuarié
Inflection of squirming .  It means equipping everything you need.  It can be used as a synonym for protecting, caring,
protecting.

ajudiado
It means he acts or has Jewish traits.  It looks like a Jew or who looks like him by his dress. 

ajuerie
ajuerie is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lafaurie" being its meaning:<br>I think that they asking Lafaurie.
It is a surname of politicians, farmers and ranchers samarios in Colombia.

ajumar
It means get drunk, get drunk, stun by excessively consume liquor.  Jincharse, brutalize by the excessive consumption
of alcohol.  In some parts of Colombia, especially in the field ajumar also means smoking is, dry meat with smoke.

ajustador
It is a women's undergarment that is used to protect and enhance the bodice.  Bra, bra, bra, bodice, cinch. 

ajuste
Action and effect of adjusting , Inflection to adjust, which means square, organize, arrange, accommodate, dock, adapt,
agree.   Find Balance . 

akaki



In Quechua Akaki, Akachiy, mean defecate, shit, get dirty.

akasha
It is a Sanskrit language term meaning sky, space, ether.  Akasa is also used in yoga.

akinesia
It is the same as Akinesia or Akinesia.  You want to say without stroke, immobility, rigidity.  It is failure, loss or absence
of movement.  It is a neurological condition.

akita
Name of a breed of dogs of Japanese origin.  The original Japanese strain is called Akita Inu and there is also an
American strain called simply Akita or Akita Amerricano.  Name of a Prefecture in Japan and also of its capital city,
located north of Honshu. 

akodon glaucinus
It means small rodent with bright pointed teeth, which shines.  It is another of the species of mouse of Argentine
grasslands, recently described.

akodon lorenzinii
It means mouse or rodent with pointed teeth dedicated to Lorenzini (a Biologist Mastozoologist).  It was a kind of little
grassy mouse that was already extinct.

akodon oenos
Akodon means punctuated or pointed teeth.  It is the genus name of small pajonal or grassy mice, typical of Argentina. 
It belongs to the Cricetidae family.  The epithet oenos, means wine, wine or vineyard.  The Akodon oenos summary is
the scientific mouse name of the vineyards and translates "pointy-toothed mouse from the vineyard".

akodon polopi
It is a relatively new species of pajonal mouse or Argentine grassland.  Akodón means pointed teeth and polopi, which is
the epithet, means dedicated to Polop (Jaime José Polop), a researcher at the University of Rio Cuarto in Argentina.

akodon tartareus
It is another species of pajonal mouse of the genus Akodon, which means pointed teeth.  They are typical of the
pajonales of Patagonia Argentina.

akolouthi
You mean sequence or string, order.  It refers to how prayers should be prayed or what the sequence of rites should be
like in religious services.  Akolouthia.  It can also mean office or religious office.  The word is of Greek origin.

aktobé
It is the name of a province and a city in Kazakhstan.  Also referred to as Aktiubinsk or Aktyubinsk.  In language Kasaja
means white Hill.

al alimón



It is a form of bullfighting in which two bullfighters attract the bull with a single capote. 

al ananecer
I think that they ask for dawn or suddenly inanecer. Dawn is to start the morning, start your day, arrival of a new day.
Aclarar.Inanecer is losing value to a thing. Return it a nothing.

al chile
It means spicy.  Prepared with chili pepper, pepper, ñoro or chilli. 

al chorizo
The correct and full term is "go to the chorizo" or "go to the sausage" (even more colloquially "pa'l sausage").  To say get
well away where not to see him.  Go to the Club.  Outside, go.

al garete
It means free, loose, uncontrolled, drifting. 

al gratín
In Colombia means free, free, gifted, gifted.  In cooking art, it means sautéed cheese and baking. 

al habla
It is a way of greeting informalmenter by phone or radio.  It is a synonym of I hear, pulled, attentive, presto or soon.

al revés
You want to say to the contrary, conversely, by reversing the order, inverted.

al tacto
You mean by touching, palpating.  Using the sense of touch.

al tun tun
In Colombia it means raised on the back, take it to the back or tuta.  It is also a colloquial way of meaning carelessly,
without care or without the necessary analysis, without thinking.  It is also said to the guachapanda.

al tuntún
In Colombia also is says "tuta".  In the backs.  It means take lump sum on the backs to someone, usually a child.  The
term is also used to indicate omission, neglect, abandonment, abandonment, neglect.

al zoco
In the language of the street of Colombia means very fast, at full speed, fast, quickly.

ala
Each of the members that birds or insects use to fly.  In Aeronautics it means squadron, group of planes or helicopters
gathered to perform an exercise or an attack.  Flat and central part of an airplane.  Division or Corps .  Part or section of
a hospital. 



ala de ángel
It is a disease that have many birds, especially geese in the wings and that prevents them from flying.  Deformity or
inappropriate development of the wings.  Fall or ala airplane.  It is also the name of a hybrid product of the crossing of
two species of begonias, garden plant.

ala delta
Hang gliding is a type of aircraft very lightweight material, almost always without motor, driven by your operator or pilot
through a small career.  Glider, hang gliding.  It has the appearance of a spear or arrow. Stealth aircraft or fighters who
have form of spearhead, with triangular wings.

alabarraz
It is one of the common names of a poisonous herbaceous plant.  It is also called lice bushes.  Its scientific name is
Delphinium staphisagria and it belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.   it receives other names such as estafisagria or
paparrón .  It is native to the Mediterranean basin. 

alabastrino
It means that it is translucent, transparent, clear, clear.

alabastro
It is a type of white and translucent rocky mineral.  It's essentially a Calcium Sulfate.  With it you can make containers
and sculptures.  White and translucent stone with which containers and containers are made.  In ancient times it was the
name of a vessel without handles. 

alabato
alabato is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Alabato; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Alabato.  It is a town in the Oio region in the North of Guinea-Bissau.

alabes
The correct term is blades.  In Aviation it is a way to call the blades of a propeller or rotor.

alabez
It is the name of the last King Moro de Mojácar.

alabrastro
alabrastro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Alabaster" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Alabaster. It is a white and translucent marble-like stone and used for carving, making crafts and decoration. Stone to
make sculptures.

alacalufe
Town of Amerindian navigators of Southern Chile.  They were also called kawashkar, kawésqar, alakaluf or halakwulup. 
They have already become extinct in Southern Argentina. 

alacranero
Place where there are many scorpions.  Set of many scorpions, Nest of scorpions.  Also figuratively it is a place where
thugs or criminals gather. 



alacridad
It refers to the quality of doing something promptly and joyfully.  Act with enthusiasm and alacrity.  Courage.  Passion for
work. 

aladar
Name given to each of the strands of hair that fall on the sides of the forehead.  Tuft that falls on the sien.  Tuft covers
sideburns. 

aladrar
It is an agricultural practice to prepare soil for cultivation.  It means till the soil with a plough.  Arar.

aladroque
It is one of the common names of a small, elongated marine fish.  It is also called boquerón, blue fish or bocarte.  Its
scientific name is Engraulis encrasicolus and it belongs to the family Engraulidae.  They live in large banks and can
reach up to 20 centimeters.  It is consumed a lot in tapas. 

aladul
Metal container of spherical bottom, usually with two handles.  Pot, cauldron.

alafia
It means mercy, forgiveness, compassion, humanity, grace, piety, indulgence. 

alagara
It is an inflection of alagar.  It means filling pools or lakes, extensive grounds.

alagasta
It was old name Latinized from the German city Gau-Algesheim, Mainz in the State of North Rhine district.

alagruma
The term used in Guatemala, El Salvador and several Central American countries is "gruma" means travel by roads
almost non-existent.  In Colombia we say sabanear, trail, shooting trail, wading rivers.  It is similar to making a rally but
followed way and into everyday tasks.  This type of displacement for environmental studies, required follow-up, location
of wells, emergencies, topography and seismic programs.  The term as such means "A la de Dios".

alaguil
It is the name of Guatemala's indigenous people and the language you speak.  Singular Alaguiles.  Member of a
Guatemalan ethnic group and dialect speaking.  The Alaguiles Indians, are settled in the Department of Zacapa,
municipality of Rio Hondo.

alai
ALAI is the acronym for the Latin American information agency.  It is based in Ecuador.  News Agency.

alaja
The correct term is jewelry if we refer to a jewel, ornament, brooch, dressing, medal, ring, gemstone.  Alaja without the



intermediate h in Guatemala He's a thief, a burglar.  In Peru Alaja means nice, attractive, beautiful.

alajor
In ancient times it was a tax that was paid to the owners of the plots or lots where a house was built.

alajuela
It is the name of a province, of a Canton and a city of Costa Rica.  His name is alajuelense.  It is the second most
populous city in the country.  There are swamps, rainforests and volcanoes in the province of Alajuela.  Alajuela is truly
a tropical paradise.

alajú
Turkish delight or alajuz is a sweet prepared with cornmeal bread, walnuts or almonds and honey.  It is similar to a cake.
 It is typical of Valencia and Castile in Spain.  It is similar to a gingerbread.  The word is of Arabic origin and means filling

alambique
It is a device, usually handmade, used to distill substances and produce liquor in a clandestine manner.  Comprises a
stove or heater, a container with the substance to evaporate, a vent or coil whereby fumes and a container where they
are condensed vapors are removed.

alambre
In Mexico are pieces of meat, roasted, skewered on a wooden or bamboo skewer.  It is the same thing that in Colombia
we call stick, chuzo or skewer.  Steel wire, wire rope.

alambres
They are strings or metallic threads which have different uses in the field.

alameda
It's a way to call a forest where poplars abound.  It is also called chopera or chopal.  In Colombia it is the name of a wide
road in the form of an avenue and with trees planted on the banks and the separator.  Avenue, grove. 

alamitornis
Mean poultry or fossil bird of Los Alamitos or best Los Alamitos, is the name of a fossil of one of the first true birds.  It is
a genus of basal fossil birds.  It was found in the province of Río Negro, Argentina.  Dating back to the late Cretaceous
(between 65 and 85 million years ago)

alantoides
In medicine it is the name of one of the layers that covers the embryo or fetus in animals (reptiles, birds and mammal). 
As the development of the fetus progresses, its size decreases and at the end of gestation it forms the umbilical cord. 

alaraca
The correct term in Spanish is alharaca , with h intermedia .  It means bustle, bulla, noise, algarabía, exaggeration,
winding.

alaracoso



The correct term is slob.  It means bully, noisy, boisterous.  Who speaks loudly and exaggeratedly.

alarido
Means very shrill cry, squeal.  Manifestation of deep pain.  Cry, moan or cry loudly.

alarif
It is a term of Arabic origin.  It refers to the expert person in architecture or Mudejar masonry.  It can be considered as
synonymous with mason, architect or master of work.  You can also use alarife. 

alarijes
The correct term is alebrijes.  It is a type of Mexican handicrafts made with papers and cartons and they are very
colorful.  They are very popular since 1936, when Pedro Linares López invented them.  Usually used for Piñatas and are
Zoomorphic figures.

alarma
It is a sign that indicates a hazard or danger.  Dick that announces a danger.  Turning alarm or alarm.  It means feeling
or portend a danger.  Uneasiness, fear, fear.

alarum
It is a latin word which means scale (max distance between the tips of the wings spread).  Amplitude, size, distance,
magnitude and scope.  Noise, noise and heat.

alasazón
It is right at the time.  You want to say it then, at that time.

alaste
It means viscous.  It can also mean tasteless, tasteless, tasteless, bland.  This term is thus used in Central America. 

alatón
It is one of the common names receiving a tree also known as aligonero, ledonero, lodon, Hackberry (in Arabic means
tree), cupillo, bermejo or tinker.  Formerly in Greece was called lotus.  It was considered the family Ulmaceae (ELMS),
but us new botanists classified it in the proximal family called Cannabaceae.  Its scientific name is Celtis australis (No. 
Celtis caucasica, Celtis acuta).

alauda
It is the name of a genus of birds or birds of the family Alaudidae.  They are commonly known as larks and also as
Calenders.  The most representative species is the skylark whose scientific name is Alauda ervensis.

alaude
It's the same as alauda.  It means lark. 

alaut
It is the name of a town in Moldova.



alavesista
Deportivo Alavés is a Spanish football team based in Vitoria (Province of Alava).  They are also called foxes, drooling or
drooling foxes (by their pet). 

alavés
It means born or native to Alava, which is the name of a Province in Spain.  Resident or related to Alava .  Name of a
Spanish first division football team from that region.  Alavés is also the name of a Spanish town belonging to the
municipality of Sabiñánigo, in Huesca.

alá
In Arabic means God (Al-lah).  God of Islam or God of Muslims.

alámbrico
Relating to wire.  Which is wire-shaped.  Which is transmitted by means of wires or cables.  That uses wires. 

alba
It means white, clear.  It also means birth or sunrise.  Dawn.  First light of day when the sun rises.  Aurora , dawn , dawn
.  Acronym of a treaty of American peoples known as "Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America".  It is a
woman's name of Hebrew origin that means clarity. 

albacora
In biology, it is one of the common names for a marine teleost fish.  It belongs to the Scombridae family.  It is similar to
tuna.  It is also known as barrel, bonito or albacore tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus alalunga. 

albacoras-abacoras
They are common names that are also given to the breva or fruit of the fig tree.  Breva grande, fig tree.  The word has
Arabic origin.  Its scientific name is Ficus carica and it belongs to the Moraceae family.  It is also called albacore (plural
of albacore), albacore tuna or longfin tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus alalunga and it is a marine fish of the family
Scombridae. 

albaire
In gipsy language means egg, oval.  Also used albaine.

alban
Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and the name of a municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  Also there
is a municipality of the same name in the Department of Nariño.  In Spain there is a town called Alban, in the province of
Ourense (Galicia).

albana
It means native of Albania, European country and also name of towns in Colombia, in the Departments of Santander,
Guajira and Caquetá.  Albanian can also be used.   It can also mean native of Albán (a Colombian village in the
Department of Cundinamarca) and also of a region of Italy, where a variety of table grape is very famous.

albanesa
Person or woman born, resident or related to Albania (European Country) .  Colombian woman, born in any of the three



municipalities of Colombia, belonging to the Departments of Santander, Guajira or Caquetá).

albaneses
It is the plural of Albanian.  It is the adjective of the births in Albania, either the European or country in three Colombian
municipalities which have the name of Albania, in the departments of Guajira, Santander and Caquetá.

albanés
Born, resident or person related to Albania (European or country of the three Colombian municipalities in Santander and
Guajira, Caquetá).  Language spoken in Albania and part of Kosovo.

albania
In Colombia it is the name of several municipalities, which belong to the departments of Guajira, Caquetá and
Santander.  Name of European and Balkan country that has coasts on the Adriatic Sea and its capital is Tirana. 

albano
It means that it is native to Albania, a European country of the Balkans.  Also born in Albania, two Colombian
municipalities of the Departments of Santander (Province of Vélez) and Caquetá.  In all cases Albanian Gentile is also
used.  Albano is also the stage name of an Italian singer whose real name is Albano Carrisi.  He also used the stage
name Al Bano.  Albano is a male name of Latin origin which means it is white as the aurora. 

albañal
It can be considered synonymous with sewer .  As such, it can mean sink, drain, pipe, sewer or also hen's tail, hen's
ass.

albañil
Person who is dedicated to masonry.  Construction worker.  Marsh worker.  In Colombia he is called Russian. 

albañilería
It is the activity of construction, where sand, cement and bricks are used as materials.  Activity carried out by the
bricklayer or master builder. 

albar
It means white, albo, very clear.  Is used to refer to plants or animals that have something white is its components (hair,
leaves, flowers, wood, sepals)

albarcas
The albarca or covers is a kind of rustic footwear mainly made of rawhide or uncured, tape covering only the soles of the
feet, and is secured with ropes or straps over the instep and ankle. Flip-flops.

albarco
It is the name of a Cadiz shipping company, specializing in cruises.

albarda
It can be considered as a synonym for latching.  It is a type of rigging used in beasts of burden, similar to two pillows



stuffed with straw.  It can also be a slice of pork loin.  Bacon slice .  The word is of Arabic origin. 

albardado
Inflection of albardar , which means covering or wrapping a piece of meat with bacon or bacon in slices.  In
Tauromaquia it is a type of bull fur in which the specimen has the back part of a different shade than the rest of the
body. 

albardar
It is a term of culinary use It means wrapping or coating a piece of meat with a sheet of bacon or bacon to achieve a
juicier and tastier product. 

albardín
It is one of the names given to a plant in the family Poaceae (Gramine).  It is also called straw, benzo or esparto.  Its
scientific name is Lygeum spartum. 

albaria
Name of an Italian town, near Palermo, in Sicily.  Name of a Sicilian sports association, dedicated to water sports. 
Name of a plum variety. 

albaricoque
Name of a locality in Chile, in the Atacama Region.  Name of some varieties of plum and also of a fruit.  It corresponds
to the fruit of the Armenian Prunus, a fruit tree of the rosaceae family.  It is also known by the names of prisco, damask,
albergero, majoon, aprisco, or chabacano. 

albarillo del campo
It is one of the common names of a wild tree and its fruits.  It is a variety of plum also known as apricot, apricot, ababuy
or guille.  Its scientific name is American Ximenia and belongs to the family Olacaceae.  It is very confused with abalche,
apricot, albalche, apricot, alberchiguero, alberge, apricot, apricot, chabacan, damask, albergero, majoon, foot or pavia. 
Its scientific name is Armenian Prunus or Armenian Amygdalus and is from the family Rosaceae. 

albarina
It means it's white, whitish.  It has the color of dawn, white.  It is the name of a white grape variety originating in Galicia
and a white wine.  Name of a tourist accommodation area in Bacalar in Quintana Roo , Mexico .  There is also another
one with the same name in Galente, Zamora, Spain. 

albarracina
Concerning Albarracín, a town in the province of Teruel in Spain.  Albarracinense.  It also means mountain, mountain. 
Serrana.

albarraz
In Botany it is one of the common names of a plant of the family Ranunculaceae.  It is also called matapiojos,
parrín,rrón, pituitary or abarraz.  Its scientific name is Delphinium staphisagria.  It is toxic and bitter taste. 

albatara
It was the name given in ancient times to the vaginal discharge.  It means white or whitish discharge.  Whitish discharge



from the uterus of women.  Also called albatera.

albatera
It was the name given in ancient times to the vaginal discharge.  It means white or whitish discharge.  Whitish discharge
from the uterus of women.  It was also called albatara.

albatozas
Plural of albatoza .  Old name of a small and covered boat type.  The word is of Arabic origin and etymologically means
somormujo (Arabs place bird names on their boats). 

albatros
It is the name of a large family of seabirds, the largest.  They belong to the family Diomedeidae.  The Albatros is the
most widely used training jet in the world.  Albatros is the name of a Venezuelan airline ( Albatros Airlines).  It is the
name of a German aircraft factory and the name of a German biplane aircraft used in World War I.  Name of a soviértic
space shuttle program.  Albatros is erl name of a training jet manufactured by the Czech Republic.  It is known as L-39. 
The Albatros is the most widely used training jet in the world.  The Albatros is also the name of a cruise ship operated by
a German company.

albedo
It means white light or pale color.  It is the reflectivity of the earth's surface.  Reflection of solar radiation falling on a
planet.  Influences surface temperature. 

albedrio
The correct term is agency, with tilde.  Ability or power to choose or choose.  It means power, gain, will, desire, choice,
arbitrio.

albedrío
It is the ability or power of every person to choose or choose freely.  It means power, win, will, desire, choice, arbitration.

albeira
It is a name of Germanic origin woman.  It means Queen of the mountains and the elves (Elves or fairies).

albendola
It was a type of canvas, banner or wallpaper and white background with flowers or animals.  Albenda type.

alberca
Water tank made of cement or other material.  It is a pond of water surrounded by concrete walls.  There are different
types of pool, some even dug in earth and that serve for irrigation.  In Mexico, swimming pool.  Water reserve tank. 

alberge
Hostel is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Hostel" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is hostel.  Site
where protection is given to children or helpless persons.  Amparo, protection, accommodation, asylum.  Inflection of
hosting.  It means to stay, shelter, shelter, admit.



albergue
A place where lodging and food is provided to people in need.  Place to host.  Asylum, shelter, room , accommodation.

alberquilla
Bucket to pour the oil in a mill.  Diminutive of pool .  Small pool .  Small pool . 

albert
English and German version of the male name Alberto .  The name is of Germanic origin and it means the one who
shines or stands out for his nobility.  It is the name of an asteroid that was named after Baron Albert von Rothschild,
benefactor of Vienna.  It is small and belongs to the Amor group. 

albertatherium
It means beast of Alberta (Canada).  It was a prehistoric marsupial from the Upper Cretaceous whose fossils were found
in Alberta (Canada).

albertina
It is a woman's name, derived from the name Alberto.  female of the male name Albertino .  The name is of Teutonic
origin and means who shines for his nobility.  Name of a museum in Vienna. 

alberto
It is a name of Germanic origin male.  It means that shines by its nobility.

albesia
It was the name of an ancient leather shield, adarga, bracelet or broquel used by warriors in ancient times.  Aegis, pavé.

albéitar
It is a word of Arabic origin that means Veterinarian, person who heals animals. 

albiazul
It means that it combines the colors white and blue.  Name of a bar of Bogota Millionaires fans.  One of the nicknames
that receives the Millionaires Club of Bogota. 

albiceleste
It means that it combines white and light blue colors (sky blue or sky blue).   Name by which the Argentina national team
is known, the flag of Argentina and its shirt or shirt. 

albiceps
It's a Latin and Greek term that means white-headed.  In Zoology is the epithet of several species that have that
condition (white head).  An example is the scientific name of a tarantula, Brachypelma albiceps, which means
white-headed tarantula and broad, short foot plant.  It is found in Mexico and is called rafts tarantula or golden tarantula.

albinear
It means turning white or albo, bleaching.  Return albino or white . 



albino
It is a male name of Latin origin and means very white, very white.  In Biology it is the specimen of any species that for
genetic reasons lacks pigmentation.  Very white example in its entirety.  Who suffers from albinism.

albión
Albion is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Albion; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 Albion; own name ).  It is the oldest name referred to Great Britain.  It is a word of Celtic origin and means white. 
Also considered the ancient name of Scotland ( Albain or Albany ).

albisima
albisima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Albisima" as meaning:<br>It is a Latin word that is also used in
Spanish, meaning white, very white. Extreme whiteness. When it appears on a scientific name of a plant with aff, want to
say that from the same plant varieties or subspecies ( therefore if it says albisima aff, means that it is the whiter variety
of all ).

albo
It means white, of course.  White.  It can also mean clarity, sunrise, dawn of the day.  In Colombia nickname with which
the professional football team Once Caldas de Manizales is known.

albor
It means origin, beginning, beginning.  Also clarity, whiteness of daylight.  Impeccable purity, maximum clarity or
maximum whiteness, purity. 

albora
Name that in ancient times was given to scabies, especially used by Paracelsus. 

alborada
Fact that happens at dawn.  Which happens at dawn, when the sun rises.  It can be a musical download, a pyrotechnic
game or a religious procession. 

alborayo
It is a watch tower.  Otero, Poe.  Alboraya is a municipality of the community of Valencia, in Spain.

albores
It means sunrise, first light of the day, moments before sunrise.  Start , Start .

albores de la vida
It means at the beginning of life.  Dawn or dawn to say dawn, when brightens the day.  Childhood, youth.

albornos
albornos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Robe." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bathrobe.  It
is a surname of Spanish origin. It is also a garment Berber, similar to a coat or long coat, made of wool and wide.  Also
they say her bathrobe to a bathrobe.



albornoz
It means robe with hood, robe bathroom, is a type of dress a coat and hooded Arab shepherds used.  Colombia is also a
surname of Spanish and Berber origin.

alboro
It is one of the common names is Spain a fish also known as breca or pagel (or pajel? )  .  Its scientific name is Pagellus
erythrinus and belongs to the Sparidae family.

alboronozo
alboronozo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jubilation." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
exhilaration. Demonstration of joy, joy, joy and happiness through screams, hugs and jumps.

alborotadoras
Stirring women.  That flurry, uproar it caused.  Scandalous, Bullous, women or persons causing disturbance, disorder
and noise.

alboroto
In Colombia it means screaming, bustle, disorder, chaos, shuddling, noise, scandal.  Hullabaloo.  It can also mean joy,
riot or mutiny.

alboroto griterío
They are synonymous with scandal, hubbub, Bulla.

alborotó
It is an inflection of Excite, cause uproar.  It means enliven, scandalized, shout, scream, revolt, mutiny, shake, Excite,
alter, disturbing.

alborozo
It means immense joy, very great joy.  Joy, joy, joy, pleasure. 

albotai
It was the ancient name of the pine turpentine.  It was also called the Hungarian button or balm.

albouse
It is a surname of French origin.  Antoine Albouse was a famous carpenter.

albóndiga
It is the name given to a ball of minced or ground and seasoned beef.  There are several modes of preparation.  They
can be made from chicken, pork, beef and even fish.  Ball or ball of meat .  The word has Arabic origin. 

albrica
Means born or native of Albion (ancient names Celts of Britain and Scotland), he meant White Earth, Earth alba.  Old
old, Scottish British.  Currently just uses poetic.



albrico
Means born or native of Albion (ancient names Celts of Britain and Scotland), he meant White Earth, Earth alba.  Old
old, Scottish British.  Currently just uses poetic.

albu
It is the name of a locality in Estonia, located near Lake Kalijavr and the villages of Janeda, Vella, Raba and Tapa, in
Jarva County. 

albuginitis
It is a term used in Medicine.  It means inflammation of the tissue, inflammation of the tunic albuginea or the tissue that
surrounds the testicles.

albuminífera
In the gymnosperms, are specialized cells that are close to the phloem (bark), outside of the cambium and and whose
function is to create woven driver SAP or nutrients, called phloem.

albur
It is one of the common names of a marine, Mediterranean, fish also called brèque, Pandora, sama, pagel.  Its scientific
name is Pagellus erythrinus and belongs to the family Sparidae.  It also means risk, contingency, fortune, luck, chance,
coincidence, Pun, infundia, lie.

albura
In Botany and Dendrology it is the softest and clearest part located inside the bark of the trunks of woody trees.  Wood. 
It is formed and expanded with the rings over the years.  It also means maximum whiteness or perfect whiteness. 

albures
It is the plural of albur.  It means risk, luck, contingency, fortune, chance, random.  It can also mean lies, fabrications and
slander.

alburlah
It is the name of a grape variety native to the Crimean Peninsula and special for making quality wines.

alburno
It is one of the common names of a cypress fish (from the carp family) of continental freshwater.  Its scientific name is
Alburnus alburnus and belongs to the family Cyprinidae .  It is found much at the mouths of the rivers.  In Botany or
Forest Sciences, it is the new or soft part of a trunk.  It is the whitest part (that means the latin term) and the outermost. 
It is also called albura.  They are the outer and youngest rings of the trunk of a tree.  By it are carried the nutrients and
sap to the daughters.  The central or oldest part of the trunk is called duramen, it is the hardest wood.

alcabala
It was an ancient tax from the time of the Colony.  In Venezuela it is synonymous with retainer, toll, checkpoint.

alcachofas
Plural of artichoke.  It is the name of an edible plant.  It is also called artichoke, artichoke, thistle, morrilla, alcací, or
artichoke.  Its scientific name of the common artichoke is Cynara scolymus and belongs to the family Asteraceae.



alcachudo
It means that talks about gago, tongue-tied, tatareto. A person who gaguea to the talk.

alcaest
Alcaest or alkahest, was the name of a hypothetical universal solvent according to alchemists.

alcahuate
I think they're asking about pimping.  It's the same as a pimp.  It means that he tolerates, supports or covers someone,
even though others don't accept him.  Accomplice, buddy.  A person who solidizes, helps or allows someone to execute
something improper or objectionable.  In Argentina they use it more in the sense of zalamer, flatterer, copper, copper,
flatterer.

alcahuete
It is a word used in Colombia and mean person who tolerates the quite guff, pranks and nonsense of another who has
affection.   Buddy, tolerador, tolerant, abettor, permissive, mediator, third, gossipmonger, ruffian.

alcaicería
They were the places where you could negotiate raw silk fabrics wholesale.  The largest cities where these business
classes existed were Granada and Seville.  Then the term became a trade site name, market, merchandise.  Today still
in Granada there are features of the ancient souk and in Seville a special street where they sell tiles and porcelains
(preserving those names).

alcalá
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning fortress, castle.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Name of several Spanish localities
and of a Colombian municipality of the Department of Valle.   Surname of a famous Mexican cyclist, named Raúl Alcalá. 

alcalcuz
It is the name of Arabic origin, for a plant of the family Boraginaceae, similar to borage.  It is also known by the names of
cow tongue, ox tongue, tongue, mellow, argamala and argámula.  Its scientific name is Anchusa officinalis and belongs
to the family Boraginaceae.  It has medicinal uses.  Its leaves are large and covered with lint.

alcaldadas
In Colombia we say Alcaldadas all measures and standards established by a mayor of arbitrary, unilateral and abusive
way.  Generally go to the detriment of the interests of the community.

alcanfores
Substances obtained or synthesized white spirit or turpentine oil.  Also can be natural extraction of tree of Borneo known
as Ciannamomum camphora, Lauraceae family.  The genus Ciannamomun are the cinnamon.  This tree is started to
say, camphor tree after it was discovered that it could extract that substance.   Its chemical formula is C10H16O

alcapurrias
In Puerto Rico it is the name given to a type of frying. 

alcarrache
In Spain, it is the name of a river of the Province of Badajoz.  Its Valley is an ecological corridor very rich in avifauna.



alcarsina
In Organic Chemistry is the name of a poisonous substance and very flammable at the simple contact with air.  It is
brown and is also known as Cacodile Oxide or Cadet Smoking or Smoking Liquid.  It was obtained by the reaction of
potassium acetate with arsenic trioxide.

alcartaz
It is a word of Arabic origin.  It means rolled paper in conical shape, capirote, cone. 

alcasar
The correct term is Alcazar. The word is of Arabic origin ( to el-qsar ) and it means Palace or castle with fortifications.
Used much in Spain, to determine the ancient Muslim castles. Alcazar, is also the name of a Swedish musical group,
dedicated to pop music and eurodance, created in 1998.

alcaser
Alcasser or Alcácer, is the name of a Valencian municipality, in Spain.  In Arabic it means the palace.  He is also a
surname of a Spanish footballer, who plays for Borussia Dortmund, his full name is Francisco Alcácer García and is
known as Paco Alcácer.

alcasiga
Alcasiga is an Ecuadorian, very common surname in Napo, especially in the cities of Francisco de orellana and Coca, in
the Ecuadorian Amazon.

alcatifa
It's a word of Arab origin.  It means filling, resane, brush.  Material that is used to fill the floor to be able to pair it and
make a plate or also on a roof to be able to weed or weed. 

alcatifar
It means filling or matching the floor so you can build a plate on it. 

alcatraz
In Zoology and Ornithology is another way to call the pelican, the seabird.  Common alcatraz.  Its scientific name is
Morus bassanus.  It belongs to the family Sulidae.  Name of an ornamental plant, also called hoop, cove, cartridge or
water lily.  Its scientific name is Zantedeschia aethiopica.  It belongs to the family Araceae.  Name of an island located in
the Bay of San Francisco in the state of California, United States.  It is also called The Rock. 

alcaucique
It is another of the common names given to artichoke.   It is also called alcarcil , alcaucil , thistle, cardillo , artichoke,
morrillera , penca.  Its scientific name is Cynara scolymus and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

alcaudón
It is one of the common names of a carnivorous bird, which has quite curious and terrifying habits: it is usually impaled
or dismembered its prey, which are usually other birds or small long-distance.  They are also called executioners.  It was
also the Spanish nickname for a German fighter aircraft , which corresponded to the Focke-Wulf Fw-190.  It has a
predatory nature, its beak is similar to that of birds of prey and belongs to the family Laniidae.



alcayata
It is a kind of nail that has the head bent or bent, which allows objects or ropes to hang on it.  The term that is used in
Colombia (Llanos Orientales and Norte de Santander), Paraguay and Venezuela, is a large metal nail or hook
embedded in the wall, which allows hanging or cherry a chinchorro or a hammock.  It is also a type of voluntary
collection that is made in Popayán to cover the expenses of religious services at Easter.  Obolo, donation, almsgiving. 

alcayota
It is one of the names that in Argentina and Chile give a climbing plant of the family Cucurbitaceae.  There it is also
known as whose or fall.  Elsewhere it is known as chiclayo, chilacayote , bolo , pumpkin, cider, vitoria, zambo.  Its
scientific name is Cucurbita ficifolia .  With it you can prepare soups or sweets.  In Colombia we call it bolo, vitoria or
pumpkin.

alcazaba
It was a type of fortress intended for the accommodation of the garrison (army or troop).  The term is of Arabic origin. 
Refuge. 

alcázar
It is a fortified castle located in a strategic place.  Residence of a king, a prince or a sovereign.  Residence of the
monarch .  Fort, fortress, castle.  It is a word of Arabic origin and can mean camp. 

alce hemendik
Moose hemendik is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Alde hemendik." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Alde hemendik. It is not the Spanish, but the Basque language. It means " Long here " " He was " " Go ". Also
used as " hereinafter ".

alcedo
In Ornithology it is the name of the genus of the common kingfisher.  It belongs to the family Alcedinidae.  Its scientific
name is Alcedo atthis and it is also called altion or archdeacon.  Name of a municipality in Spain, which belongs to the
municipality of Lantarón, in the Province of Álava, Basque Country.  Spanish surname of Basque origin .  Surname of a
Spanish historian and geographer who was President of Quito and Governor of Panama.  His full name was Dionisio de
Alcedo Ugarte y Herrera.  He had a son named Antonio de Alcedo, who was also a historian and geographer.  

alcina
Name of an opera by Georg Friedrich Handel (HWV 34).  Name of one of the characters of that same opera, the witch,
Alcina.  It is also one of the common names given to the oak tree.  Its scientific name is Quercus ilex and belongs to the
Fagaceae family.  It is also known as alsina, elder, argallón (gall), acorn, holm oak, chaparro. 

alcione
In Greek mythology she was one of the daughters of Aeolus the god of the winds and of Enarete or Egiale.  Another
woman named Alcyone was one of the seven Pleiades, daughters of the titan Atlas and the sea nymph Pleyone.  It is
clarified that in Ancient Greece Alcyone was the name of several characters.  In Astronomy it is the name of a star in the
constellation Taurus (The Bull).  It also receives the names of Alcyone, Alcyon, n Tauri, n Tau or 25 Tauri.  It is also the
brightest star in the Pleiades. 

alcioneo
It means that it looks like an altion or a kingfisher.  In Greek mythology, he was a giant son of Tartarus and Gaia.  It was
also called Alción. 



alción
It is one of the common names of the common kingfisher.  It is also called alcedo or archdeacon.  Its scientific name is
Alcedo Atthis and it belongs to the family Alcedinidae. 

alcireño
It means a resident of Alcira (Spanish municipality in the Province of Valencia).  Relative or related to Alcira .

alcmena
Name of an asteroid (82).  It signifies the power of the Moon.  In Greek mythology, she was the daughter of King
Electrion of Mycenae and the wife of Amphitryon.  Mother of Heracles. 

alcoba
Room to sleep.  Sit, bedroom, room, room, bedroom.  It is another of the words of the Spanish language of Arabic origin.

alcocer
In Spain it is the name of a town of Arab origin.  It is located in Castilla La Mancha, in the Province of Guadalajara
(Comarca de Alcarria).  The word as such means palace, Palazuelo, Small Palace.  In Spain and Latin America it is a
surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of the wife of the President of Colombia Gustavo petro Urrego ( Verónica Alcocer
) .  It is also the name of a Castle that remains in Ateca province of Zaragoza (Spain), name of a bridge or a station in
the suburban network of Madrid, La Puebla de Alcocer is a municipality espalil in the Province of Badajoz and Alcocer
de los Planes is a municipality of the Province of Alicante. 

alcofol
Alcofol, was an ancient way of referring in arcaic Spanish to alcohol (remember that in our language before there was no
h and many words that today are with h, they formerly started with f, such as fermosa, fablar , although some still
generally retain the pronunciation as smoking , fumarola )

alcohol
It is a colorless and volatile, somewhat odorous liquid, which is used as a disinfectant.  It is usually obtained by the
fermentation and distillation of sugars.  Chemically they are substances (organic compounds) where a hydrogen has
been changed by a hydroxyl radical.  Intoxicating drink, spirit, liquor, alcoholic beverage.  Excess consumption is called
alcoholism. 

alcolea
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a municipality in the Province of Almería, the name of a beach
and a tip of the Province of Guipúzcoa and that of a town in the Province of Córdoba.  The word as such is the
Castilianization of the Arabic term al-qal'a (Alcalá), which means "fortress".  There are many sites called in Spain
Alcolea (Huesca, Seville, Toledo, Guadalajara, Castellón and Ciudad Real).  Surname of a Spanish painter, known as
Carlos Alcolea and whose real name is Carlos García Alcolea. 

alcon
It is the name of an American medical company dedicated to the care of the eyes.  It is headquartered in Fort Worth, in
the State of Texas, United States.  It has a very complete line of surgical devices for ophthalmology.

alconcile
It is one of the common names of the artichoke, artichoke or artichoke - its scientific name is Cynara scolymus and



belongs to the family Asteraceae is used in Andalusia.

alcor
It can mean hill, mountain, height, hill, mound, hill.  Low elevation mountain .  It is also the name of a star in the
constellation Asgard or Asgar. 

alcornoque
It is the same tree of Cork.  Also known as alcornoco, grates, alsina, surera, casquizo, chaparreta, chaparro, Cork,
moheda.  Its scientific name is Quercus suber and belongs to the family Fagaceae.

alcornoques
It is the plural of Cork.  It is a variety of trees in the family Fabaceae.  The scientific name is Quercus suber, is of
Mediterranean origin and in some parts of Spain they say Chaparro.

alcorzadizo
Alcorzadizo means strip that connects the head and trunk in animals.  Neck, chest, chest.

alcorzar
It is the Act of covering something with icing.  The icing is a sweet paste of starch of Arab origin.  Empastillar or cover a
dessert.  By extension, it means to decorate, adorn, embellish, clean, beautify, preening.

alcoser
Although this place name is used with c, surnames should not have spelling and should be written according to how
each person uses it.  The most indicated is to use Alcocer with c .  Alcocer, in Spain is the name of a town of Arab
origin.  It is located in Castilla La Mancha, in the Province of Guadalajara (Comarca de Alcarria).  The word as such
means palace, Palazuelo, Small Palace.  In Spain and Latin America it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of the
wife of the President of Colombia Gustavo petro Urrego ( Verónica Alcocer ) .  It is also the name of a Castle that
remains in Ateca province of Zaragoza (Spain), name of a bridge or a station in the suburban network of Madrid, La
Puebla de Alcocer is a municipality espalil in the Province of Badajoz and Alcocer de los Planes is a municipality of the
Province of Alicante. 

alcotana
It is another way to call the tool also known as peak or pike.  It consists of cape and an iron head where there is a
satiand and an axe.  It is used in masonry to tear down walls or walls and to make trenches on hard floors.

alcotán
It is another way of calling a bird of prey known as kestrel or falcon.  It belongs to the Falconidae family.  It is also called
alcotan to a plant in the family Menispermaceae.  It is a climbing plant for medicinal uses and whose scientific name is
Cissampelos pareira .  It is also called curalin or bejuquito.

alcoyana
It is from Alcoy, a natural of Alcoy, which is a Spanish town in the Province of Alicante (Valencian Community).  Person
or woman born in Alcoy .  Relative to Alcoy. 

alcón



It is a surname.  Maria José Alcón Miquel was a policy born in Valencia.  Alfredo Alcón was an actor and Argentine
theatre director.  His full name was Alfredo Félix Alcón Riesco

alcudia
It means hill, hill, small mountain.  it's a word of Arab origin.  It is the name of a Spanish city, which is south of the Island
of Mallorca, in the Balearic Islands. 

alcurnia
It means a person's ancestry.  Ancestry, lineage, class, caste, race, nobility, prosapia.

alcuzas
Plural of alcuza .  It means oil, vessel or container in which the oil is deposited (it can also be vinegar or seasoning of
liquids, for salads).  They can be of various materials but predominate metallic, glass or porcelain materials).  They were
also called kuzas or smelled.  The word has Arabic origin.

aldaba
It is a metallic element that is placed on the doors externally.  It is also often called a doorknob or caller.  In Colombia it
was commonly used many years ago.  We also used to say aldaba to a metallic element that was used internally as a
bolt or pin.  In both cases they are already little used elements and are only found in old buildings.  The term is of Arabic
origin.

aldabas
They are metal rings that are used to hit the gates.  Plural of aldaba . 


